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Abstract:
This chapter will distil three underlying principles of teacher practitioner research: autonomy; disturbance; and dialogue. These principles have emerged from a range of projects we have undertaken in partnership with teachers at all levels of education. This distillation is not so much about the details of the ‘how’ of teachers’ research into learning and teaching in their own contexts – we (and many others) have written about this elsewhere – but rather about where the questions come from and how meaning is created and communicated. It is about the robust voices of teachers, and the diversity and richness of their research as harnessed through the process of practitioner enquiry. We will therefore explore how meaning is created and communicated by teachers involved and use the principles as a lynch-pin through which we explore their professional learning. The chapter will include some background to explain how we have worked with teachers, as well as narrative, case examples and analysis to illustrate important aspects of an inquiry approach. Most importantly, we’ll include as many voices from our partnerships as possible to reflect the collaboration that made this learning possible.
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Introduction

In 1904 Dewey first discussed the importance of teachers engaging in pedagogic enquiry to fully engage with processes and outcomes in their classrooms. Since then the concept has been in and out of fashion and more or less tied up with the concept of the research engaged practitioner. Underpinning these debates has often been an assumption that the practitioners’ enquiry will lead to an engagement with research as a means to generate answers to questions (Nias & Groundwater-Smith, 1988). This could be research-informed and/or involve research processes on the part of the practitioner (Cordingley 2015, Hall, 2009). For many this position naturally involves the participation of university academics.
to facilitate this engagement (Baumfield & Butterworth 2007; McLaughlin & Black-Hawkins, 2004). Models of teacher practitioner research can be largely traced back to the work of Stenhouse (1975) and as a result over recent years there has been sustained interest in the process and impact of developing a research-engaged teaching profession. Completing a systematic review on the topic, Dagenais et al. (2012) found that practitioners with an inquiry standpoint were more likely to have positive views of research and therefore were more likely to use it to inform their practice. In the same vein, McLaughlin and colleagues (2004) state three overlapping purposes evident in the teacher research tradition: (1) research and enquiry undertaken for primarily personal purposes; (2) research and enquiry undertaken for primarily political purposes; and (3) research and enquiry undertaken for primarily school improvement purposes. Where teachers are involved in these kinds of research engaged practices then the teachers can be seen to generate a more sophisticated and metacognitive (Wall & Hall, 2016) understanding of the ecology of learning, develop cultures of risk taking that move practice forwards, accept challenge and change, facilitate the change processes for others and develop an ‘ecological agency’ that is catalytic of change (Leat et al., 2014, p.8). But what does the process of facilitating this type of working look like?

This chapter focuses on how these ways of working manifest in real life practitioner inquiry projects. It will draw on what we have learned from working in partnership with teacher-researchers in schools, colleges and universities. As context, we are both teachers by background who started off researching our own practice. Now based in higher education institutions, we have jointly and independently undertaken a myriad of different education research projects over the last 15 to 20 years. Our experience spans a range of different methodologies, but by far our favourite thing to do is work in partnership with teacher-researchers; closing the gap back to our own practice experience, so to speak. We will focus on what we have learned from across this experience, and as such will be a reflection of our underlying principles of teacher practitioner research. These can be summarised as:

1. The Principle of Autonomy: the teacher knows which question to ask
   a. Novice researchers may need assistance with methods but they still get to choose how to ask their inquiry question,
   b. Teachers know what impact is and they get to say when/if the question is answered satisfactorily,
   c. Only the enquirer can answer the question ‘why did I want to know that?’

2. The Principle of Disturbance: good questions cause extra thinking
   a. Cycles of inquiry are set off by success and failure in research,
b. The complexity and connections in classrooms start to become more obvious,
c. All learners (students, teachers, managers and community) tend to become more metacognitive.

3. The Principle of Dialogue: ethical and robust research is communicated
   a. Especially when it hasn’t worked as planned,
   b. Particularly when all participants have a say,
   c. Counter intuitively, communication is even better across contexts.

The chapter will begin by providing some background information on key projects exemplifying the process undertaken by the partners in operationalizing a teacher practitioner research methodology. In particular, a focus will be on the balancing act between the roles and responsibilities of practitioners and researchers when undertaking a partnership approach to research about practice. This will allow us to exemplify the principle of autonomy. Building on this, we will move to explore the intent with which projects like this are participated in and undertaken. Asking questions about how this influences the teacher’s engagement with the research process. We will show how inquiry breeds further inquiry and, as a result, how participants need to accept feelings of dissonance; therefore enacting the principle of disturbance as a force to strive for improvement. Finally we will explore the principle of dialogue, suggesting that these processes are best not undertaken in isolation and the ways in which operating in dialogue with other inquirers is supportive of professional learning. This will allow us to demonstrate the importance of protected space and time for any of these principles to take effect. Of paramount importance to the discussion will be the voice of the teachers involved in these projects and their voices as represented in their write ups of their inquiries. With this in mind, and as a commitment to true partnership working, all schools and teachers are named throughout.

The importance of agreeing how

Co-constructed understandings of pedagogy and what effective learning looks like have emerged from three research projects: (1) the Learning to Learn (L2L) in Schools and (2) Learning to Learn in Further Education (FE) Projects coordinated by the independent UK charity, the Campaign for Learning (Higgins et al. 2007; Wall et al. 2010); and (3) the Equal Acclaim for Teaching Excellence (EQUATE) project funded by the University of Newcastle (Robson et al., 2010). All were run by researchers originally allied to the Research Centre for Learning and Teaching at Newcastle.
University. These projects all used practitioner inquiry methodologies (Baumfield et al., 2009) and involved teachers from primary schools; secondary schools; special schools; further education colleges and universities in a model of school-university partnership (McLaughlin et al., 2008). All three comprised one of the only practitioner networks in England to include all sectors of the education system from early years through to postgraduate educators. These projects rested upon an approach to research and knowledge construction which emphasises partnership, trust and complementary role undertaken collaboratively by researchers, local authorities, schools and colleges. As such it represents part of a developing trajectory of a dispersed research-informed practice community (Lieberman & Grodnick, 1996).

Full project reports, case studies and posters from the projects are available on the project pages of the Campaign for Learning’s website: https://goo.gl/p6D8Th).

The structure of the projects was specifically designed to privilege opportunities for teachers to learn from each other through dialogue (Baumfield, et al., 2008; 2012). The traditional research model of central control by the University, of topic, research questions and methods, was dispensed with for two reasons: the motivation of teachers to keep engaged in cycles of inquiry requires them to have some ownership of the process (Day, et al., 2006) and (more crucially) teachers themselves have the most intimate knowledge of the pressing questions (Lieberman et al., 1988). This meant that the locus of control was with the teachers to choose a topic area, which was relevant to the project as well as relevant to the learning agendas important in their context. The University team retained a role in framing the structure and outcomes (Bernstein, 1990) of the project through choosing activities and inputs, organising meetings and taking the lead on the publications of the project. However, throughout we privileged the teachers’ voice in case studies and prioritised joint publications (for example, Hall et al., 2005; Wall et al., 2009) thus representing the authentic partnership that underpinned the process. Indeed, within this chapter schools and practitioners are named to represent the fundamental role they played in the success and outcomes of this project. It would be unethical to anonymise them and take the full credit for ourselves.

The model of practitioner inquiry adopted in these projects involved cycles of practitioner research (running across an academic year), with case studies completed and written up by the teachers using an approach based on Stenhouse’s (1981) model of ‘systematic enquiry made public’. In each project, the teachers involved were encouraged to undertake research relevant to their context and to their interests:

“The research process was beneficial in that it primarily gave us a platform for the development and implementation of the above strategies, whilst sparking the ideas and the motivations of the staff involved”. (Jane Dale and Ann Saunders, Weaverham Forest Primary School)
They also had to collect evidence. To prevent action research feeling like too much of an extra burden we located it alongside a reflective professional cycle, drawing on the model of plan, do and review which most teachers are familiar with. The additional provisos were firstly the need to collect systematic evidence: however, teachers were encouraged to think about what evidence was ‘good’ evidence rather than to conform to University or policy-maker norms. In asking them to conduct inquiry, we knew that teachers would have to become conscious of the many decisions that they make on a daily basis, so the quality criteria for each teacher’s research was personal and the key question became ‘What would be good enough evidence to convince you to continue/ change your practice?’.

Teachers set themselves very high standards for this ‘warrant’ (Dewey, 1938) which meant that they were well prepared for the second proviso – ‘to make their findings public, to gain feedback and codify their process and outcome against others’. In the first instance this constituted an effort within their school ‘to convince a sceptical colleague’ (Baumfield et al., 2008) of the value of their approach, then in the local and national project communities in face to face meetings, and then to the world beyond, through the published case studies on the internet.

Figure 1. Alignment of action research and a reflective professional cycle (adapted from Baumfield et al., 2008)
The University team therefore took a coaching role to support the identification of success criteria and formulating or refining specific research questions as part of a dialogue with the teachers – this was often done as an element of a face-to-face meetings, but a range of electronic support was also available. An important element of this was checking that the project was realistic. In particular, with regard to the research question they wanted to answer, but also realistic in terms of the data they wanted to collect to answer it and realistic in the time commitment that the research tools needed for administration and analysis. The University team had good knowledge and experience of these aspects of the project, but each teacher needed to balance this with the individual pressures of the context in which they worked. The support was advisory and the practice that resulted was negotiated, with the principle of autonomy being upheld and the teacher always having the final say.

This was complemented by a commitment from the University team, through a ‘buddying’ system, to be available with assistance and answers to their questions via email or telephone: the project manager was available for teachers via email and telephone to provide support or to act as a conduit to other colleagues for specialist advice. Face-to-face support occurred once a term. In the autumn and summer the teachers gathered together in their local groups for a training day, the content of which provided a mixture of new ideas, research methods and opportunities to share problems and successes and to set their work in a wider context. Each January a two-day residential conference took place, with invited speakers, including those from other major research projects like the Teaching and Learning Research Programme (TLRP - for example, James & Brown, 2005). On all these occasions the University team took a lead role in providing input on different aspects of the project, as well as supporting dialogue between schools about Learning to Learn and the research process, although as the project progressed this became less direct and the emphasis became more about facilitating conversation. Through these systems systems, the University team gave guidance and opinion which may have had impact on the action research process in schools, however at no point was there any intention to wrest the locus of control away from the teachers and the context of the schools.

‘L2L gave this research project and the three year study a sound framework in terms of methodology. The principle of exploring the potential of different strategies by measuring impact has been established throughout the school. The L2L aims and objective have given clarity to the projects outcomes. The sharing of information through the Newcastle University web site, emails and lead learner workshops also enabled.’ (Martin Fleetwood, Woodford Lodge High School)
Practical support in the development of questionnaires or other tools and in the analysis of data was offered to those schools who wanted it, with a commitment to swift response being a crucial component of the network. The input of the University team evolved as the practitioner inquiry process unfolded: the definition of the problem was wholly ‘owned’ by individual teachers or teams within schools and the University team scaffolded the development of hypotheses by encouraging close focus on what will change and what change will look like. The input on research methods informed the action plan and shaped it to the extent that schools were required to triangulate their data through the use of multiple evaluation tools. In this way, though we were imposing our values from the academic community on the teacher-researchers, we were simultaneously sharing the language and culture of research, giving procedural autonomy to teachers through a shared understanding of the expectations of this ‘craft’ (Ecclestone 2004; Lave & Wenger, 1991). This was achieved using common mediating tools which facilitated the research process and aided communication and learning (for example, Baumfield et al., 2009).

Each year the teachers wrote up their research as a case study. These reports followed a defined structure, based around a series of headings given to the teachers as a guide, with some prompts as to what should be included in each section. The teachers completed the write up with an open invitation for formative feedback on drafts from the university team (Higgins et al. 2007). Take up of this was variable depending on the individuals and their circumstances. The emphasis was on the teachers' version of the events and so a commitment was made not to change the ‘voice’ although suggestions might be made on, for example, where greater detail would add clarity. The final drafts were formatted by the university team into a pre-agreed template (see for example figure 2) that provided uniformity across the project outputs, enabling an overarching analysis across schools. In latter stages posters were also generated, in the style of an academic poster presentation, to facilitate sharing of process and findings across the project (at the annual residential attended by all teachers, from across sectors) and beyond (figure 4). The teachers were consulted throughout the process and their approval sought over any actions taken or changes made, before all of the attributed case studies were made freely available on the Campaign for Learning’s website: www.campaign-for-learning.org.uk.

It is important to note that the schools’ and teachers’ involvement was not explicitly funded by the research project and as such predominantly relied on volunteers and good will. The teachers needed time out to attend project events as well as space to undertake the practitioner inquiry process, including making changes to pedagogy and writing up their case study reports. There was
consensus about the inherent value of the project and its outcomes and most teacher researcher participants justified their involvement through the critical engagement with the learning and teaching process (Hall et al., 2006):

‘I have thoroughly enjoyed the opportunities that L2L has offered me. It has allowed me to research aspects of my career that I feel passionate about and has helped me map out a better understanding of myself not only as a teacher but also as a researcher.’ (Lucy Fisher, Carterhatch Primary School)
Despite the explicit focus on autonomy and clear contracts between partners about who would do what and when, there was still risk involved and professional courage (Alexander, 2010) was required to support the action needed to complete the practitioner inquiry process and particularly to make the findings public. We will return to this later.

**Teacher intent and research design**

There was great variation in the research focus as put in place by each of the teachers. Each teacher implemented interventions under the umbrella term of *Learning to Learn* (L2L); a term that drew on ideas of metacognition, thinking skills, self-regulation, self-efficacy and self-esteem in relation to learning. But in that the project teachers were invited to explore the different approaches they understood as being encapsulated by this heading, the common aim was just a starting point:

‘*The role of Learning to Learn and the Learning to Learn project has been the umbrella that has drawn together all our various initiatives, ensuring that we are all moving in one direction. The regular meetings and conferences have helped us to remain focused and on track with our research and helped keep Learning to Learn at the forefront of our School Improvement Plan.*’ (Ann Webb and Pat Williams, Treloweth Primary School)

Due to teachers’ instinct to innovate and, by the nature of their jobs, to be problem solvers, the project brief was interpreted and understood in diverse ways. This introduced a level of unpredictability for the university researcher; however this transfer of the locus of control regarding the focus and direction of the research to the teachers was paramount in achieving the project aims (Higgins & Leat, 2000). It was also, overtly linked to a model in which teachers adopt cultural tools (Boreham & Morgan, 2004) linked to research and embed them within their practice of learning and teaching. Thus the developmental process of action research; which for most teachers involved several research cycles; is much more than the acquisition of a research ‘skill set’, encompassing personal perspective transformation, cultural change within schools and the broadening of external networks of collaboration, communication and critical challenge.

In Timperley’s (2008) robust review of the professional learning field she showed that the association of top down models of professional development with improvement is weak and often variable with little sustained impact, but with bottom up (teacher led) approaches a close association to student need that engages with practitioners’ theories of practice (Argyris & Schön, 1974) increases
Dot’s project sought to explore the relational aspects of working together.

Introduction of ‘Lollipop Partners’ so children in each class worked in random pairs.

Observations, interviews with staff and children, behaviour management logs.

Although preference for sitting with friends persisted, children did not mind the Lollipop Partners scheme and were observed to “support each other as critical friends” in learning as well as demonstrating more pro-social behaviours.

Dave’s project sought to evaluate the impact of groups on one very specific learning opportunity.

Randomised trial of three Year 6 (10-11 yrs. old) maths classes: individuals, pairs and groups.

Pre and post-tests in algebra and self-concept. In class tasks. Observation of behaviour in lessons.

Pairs outperformed individuals and groups fared best of all in particular showing large in-class gains that were reflected in final individual tests. Individuals showed less motivation and resilience on difficult tasks.

Figure 3. Comparison of research approaches
the likelihood of sustained impact on student outcomes. Indeed, in 2009 Timperley and colleagues showed what this could look like, using a ‘teacher inquiry and knowledge building cycle’ and produced student gains that were four times the national expectation in New Zealand. They concluded that there were crucial links between the teachers’ active engagement in their own learning journey and the way in which this is associated to their students learning needs. In addition, Hattie (2009) has shown that teachers make a significant difference in learners’ outcomes and provides some guidance on ‘good bets’ and areas for teachers to focus their energies on. However, we have already emphasised that we don’t think telling teachers what to do or how to do it is either effective or defensible and that it is better (from both a pragmatic and ethical position) to have a dialogue in which different kinds of expertise can be shared. We are convinced that in practitioner inquiry the stimulus from the practitioner’s own classroom is central and that the focus on particular content areas is a distraction from developing professional autonomy and research skills. This was christened the ‘Bananarama Theory’ by Professor Steve Higgins: “it ain’t what you do, it’s the why that you do it”.

This is best exemplified by two case studies where the same ‘problem area’ was attacked in completely different ways by teachers with differing intent. Group work contains complex relational skills, variation in cognitive challenge and differentiation in knowledge or skill outcomes, even before one considers the problems of assessment. A traditional research project about group work might attempt to disaggregate one or more of these elements and study them systematically in several contexts. Teachers in these contexts would volunteer because of their interest in group work but they would not get to set the questions, choose the research methods or evaluate the results. They would undoubtedly learn something from the experience but perhaps not what they really wanted to know – indeed, they might not know exactly what they wanted to know until some way into the process. Two teachers in primary schools produced case studies that looked at group work and they were both in response to a similar experience of negative feedback. Dot Charlton’s 4-9 year old pupils (Hipsburn First School, Northumberland) and Dave Archer’s teaching colleagues (at Carterhatch Junior School, Enfield) had both questioned the value of students working together – it seemed to be problematic for the learners and not particularly productive of quality learning. Their responses to this feedback represent common pedagogical beliefs – both had a hunch that group work was a valuable experience- and very different research approaches.

In exploring these examples in detail, the principle of disturbance can be seen in action at multiple levels: for example, in the individual schools at the point where the teachers’ hunches were in conflict with the beliefs of colleagues or students; or at the project level, around how best to explore the impact of group work, with two projects exploring the same technique but in different
ways. In both examples it is possible to see the dissonance created between ideal and real life teaching and learning, and the impetus for inquiry that was created, as well as the way different approaches can facilitate productive talk about what works and how we know it did. Dot’s whole-school intervention of Lollipop Partners – in which children’s names are written on lollipop sticks and partners drawn at random – was initially devised as both a short-term and long-term solution to the relational problems of group work. Random assignment and short periods working on defined tasks minimised immediate ‘fuss’ and also sent a signal about expectations – everyone has something to offer. Children and adults began to experience new groups and to challenge their assumptions both about what they liked and what was useful for their learning. The year-long study used a range of observational and qualitative interview data, triangulated with the school’s existing behaviour management logs to track incidents of conflict, bullying or social isolation. Meanwhile Dave conducted a classic experiment, using pre- and post-tests of algebra to track the knowledge and skills gained by individuals compared to the completion of the in-class tasks, test of self-concept to exclude the possibility that one class had a stronger or weaker ‘maths identity’ and observations of the classes. One study produced rich qualitative data, the other a significant effect size, both shed light on the value and process of group work and highlight the complementarity of practitioner research case studies.

Each teacher was encouraged to use at least three different data collection tools. These tools ideally included both qualitative and quantitative data sources and also ideally encompassed different ‘stakeholders’ within the proposed area of inquiry, for example, teachers, pupils and parents. This may appear to be excessive and potentially overwhelming but teachers were also encouraged to look at sources of information which were routinely collected within the school as sources of research evidence (for example, attainment data or attendance records) and also to look at more traditional research tools as useful for teaching and learning, by for example, making the learning explicit to the pupils. In this way, research methods and teaching approaches were transformed into pragmatic tools for teaching, learning and inquiry (Baumfield et al., 2009). The rationale for this approach was to avoid some of the possible problems that have been identified with action research, particularly in terms of the influence of the individual practitioner (Somekh, 1995).

‘By achieving these aims, we aim to increase the Readiness, Resilience and Resourcefulness for learning of both pupils and staff. We hope a whole school approach to developing ... an active repertoire of approaches to learning, will enable pupils, staff and parents to engage more fully with their learning, thus improving attainment and motivation in school and in life.’ (Helen Hughes, Alverton Primary School)
The research process was therefore constructive in that the act of researching itself impacted upon the wider environment and culture and not limited to the research ‘results’ and student outcomes. While such results and the impact on learners were an essential component of the research process and provided useful answers to practical questions, they seem no more significant than the impacts of the processes or the acts of undertaking research and the sustainable implications of this. When the action research process was developed effectively throughout the school, research and inquiry becomes integrated with a focus on learning. This suggests that metacognition becomes a more explicit part of the talk between teachers and students and between the teachers themselves. As an individual example of the ‘virtuous cycle’ on the part of a teacher-researcher, we see a larger-scale iteration extending this process outwards to create a research and metacognitive culture in classrooms (Wall & Hall, 2016). The capability to develop reflection about learning at teacher and student levels was empowering for teachers, schools and students. This appears to be a key component of how the Learning to Learn and Equate programmes supported metacognition across schools through design and focus. Perhaps an important component lay in the combination of teacher’s research and practice reflected and modelled through learning that was being explicitly developed with the students.

The experience teachers underwent and the positive impact of these on their own professional development seems to have motivated them to share this with students. They came to perceive this development through the language, frameworks and learning experiences they were themselves using to support their students. This suggests an iterative process of learning at teacher and student levels, supported by the inquiry process. As well as the deliberate sharing of these ideas, the research process produced a natural ‘modeling’ of metacognition from teacher to student and then from student to teacher. Within our networks we have encouraged teachers to engage with the needs of their students (and what would improve their learning) and have facilitated a process of participatory inquiry at all levels.

In a diverse network of practitioners, however, working in a range of contexts then this essential focus on what your students need adds to the complexity and could arguably ensure that different silos would emerge within the wider group – primary teachers over here, geography teachers over there etc. – but this hasn’t happened. We believe that there is something powerful about the focus on learning, through the inquiry into pedagogies that develop metacognition, that has helped maintain coherence to the group while revelling in the difference, another aspect to our principle of disturbance. Learning to learn as an umbrella term was sufficiently inclusive and fundamental to teaching and learning practices that participants regardless of background had sufficient commonality in their
shared values and beliefs about the objectives of the project and education to talk effectively about practice. Indeed the difference inherent in the network was essential in taking the teachers away from the contextual detail and facilitating a move to think about what was happening at a more theoretical level, with the teachers working together to create theories of practice as envisioned by Argyris and Schön (1974).

**Learning from others and with others**

Vocabulary and how we talk about teaching and learning should by now be obvious as fundamental to our understanding of the inquiry process at all levels, but how the principle of dialogue emerges is something more nuanced than simply talk. The way opportunities for dialogue were approached by participants was highly influenced by the interaction between the principles of autonomy and disturbance. Teachers needed to have ownership and confidence in their project while also being open to challenge and the disturbance created through dialogue with others’ inquiries. Understanding the way that the network supported this dialogue and helped the process of making it relevant to the teachers’ day-to-day existence in the classroom was paramount. It has to be useful.

Networks to support innovative pedagogy are traditionally organised by bringing together teachers from particular subject disciplines or from specific phases of education. These networks are strengthened by the similarities of context and the common language that participants share. However, they may also be weakened by the inability of participants to access broader perspectives or to recognise the role of accustomed and unexamined practice in limiting their pedagogic options— to be challenged. Cordingley and colleagues (2005) point to the value of studying learning across boundaries when researching how educational networks operate and evolve. Central to our understanding of how definitions and agendas for Learning to Learn emerge and evolve was the extent to which learning takes place across professional as well as organisational boundaries (Hall, 2009). Of importance to us was gaining an understanding as to the nature of boundary spanning relationships within the network- as Little (2005) puts it, knowing ‘What’s in the arrow?’ that links nodes together. Specifically, we were interested in the potential for projects based on teacher and learner inquiry to stimulate innovative pedagogy and ideas about pedagogy that could cut across primary, secondary and further education contexts, as well as the ability of teachers to recognise the research implications as well as the pedagogic potential presented in the case studies of colleagues. At the heart of this problem is the means by which practitioner inquiry, supported by the university, might
move from being that of personal interest, to one that was acknowledged and owned by the community of practice (McLaughlin & Black-Hawkins, 2004).

We tested this by analysing the data collected when we re-framed our annual resident conferences. Starting in 2009, we placed much more emphasis on teachers sharing their work and much less on presentations from academics. We were rather pleased with ourselves about this; fortunately we had formative feedback from one of our teachers – “Oh, a conference where we get to confer!” which helped us to realise that the teachers had been ready to be autonomous dialogic researchers for some time. Our contribution was to convert each teacher’s case study document (typically 12-30 pages long) in to an A2 poster (an example in Figure 4). In this way, teachers could make presentations without the need for time-consuming additional preparation. Participants in residential gatherings could access each other’s work outside of the presentation times and those teachers unable to attend could both have their work represented and access the posters via the website.

WAYS OF PROMOTING A PRO-ACTIVE SKILLS CURRICULUM IN YEAR 6
Paula Ross
Marlborough Primary School, Cornwall

What are the optimum ways of promoting a pro-active skills curriculum in order to positively impact on children’s learning, teacher skills and teacher and pupil motivation?

PROJECT AIMS

Children will be encouraged to work in more self-initiated ways, move more responsibility for their learning and reflect on their progress in future learning.

Teachers will be more informed in their planning, selecting those activities which have worked in the past using strategies which have been reviewed in the present to date.

DIMENSIONS OF THE PROJECT

This is a Year One of the project at Marlborough and involved in this project were two teachers and their relevant classes (30 pupils in Year 1 and 31 pupils in Year 6). In this study we will look at Year 1 and 5 of 12 teachers in Year 1 and Year 6, respectively, and Teacher 45 will be summarised at a separate date.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

Phase 1: Work with the Expert

Children belonging to the case study classroom were divided into a total of four groups of age-appropriate growth strategies.

Phase 2: Different methods of teaching

We introduced a range of different teaching styles in order to support the development of learning within the classroom.

Phase 3: Supportive strategies

A range of supportive strategies were used to maximise the learning potential of each child.

CONTACT INFORMATION

Marlborough School
Ferndale Road
Falmouth
Cornwall
TR11 4HU
01326 314630
www.marlborough.cornwall.sch.uk
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Newcastle University
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Figure 4. An example of a poster generated from a case study
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Although the participants could identify a poster’s sector of education by colour, there were no other differentiations made: presentation groups were organised to include all sectors and the main display was randomly generated. With the case studies as the stars, we were able to focus on what participants were drawn to and what they might use. Analysis of the data would reveal whether this was enough to produce sufficient ‘identity congruence’ to enable collaborative learning to take place (Hughes, 2010).

Data collection tools were identical in 2009 and 2010, consisting of a simple survey with seven categories (Figure 5.).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>From</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The case study that</td>
<td>Came from</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Had the best Learning to Learn idea</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadened my horizons</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Had the L2L idea I’m most likely to use in my own teaching</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entertained me the most</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I will use/ adapt the data collection methods</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application for a range of curriculum areas and ages</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would recommend to other teachers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 5. Data collection instrument with categories*

There were two key findings that emerged from the 2009 data that were confirmed in 2010:
- Influence was not mediated by sector
- Influence was not mediated by time in the project

Although the most popular posters were from primary schools, there was an overall even distribution of popularity by sector in both 2009 and 2010. Being new to the project was also not a disadvantage.
Nvivo software was used to map the connections between presentations, posters and participants. The individual participants, their votes in the different categories and the relationships between them were mapped, as the diagrams below show. The network diagrams again show that the reasons people were drawn to a piece of work were quite diverse and that both the very popular and the more moderately attractive presentations and posters elicited a range of responses (original data colour versions are available in Towler, et al., 2009).
In Figure 8 the impact of a presentation given by a University participant can be seen. Colleagues from EQUATE (ovals) plan to use the ideas in my own teaching but so does a teacher from a primary school (rectangles). The data collection methods used find particular favour with colleagues from the FE sector (cylinders) and also from a secondary teacher (envelopes). Jarka’s presentation attracted votes in every category, unsurprisingly getting multiple ‘hits’ for broadening horizons and application for a range of curricula and ages. Her broad appeal could probably be attributed to the important and universal pedagogical problems she addressed in her study: student engagement and the use of feedback. At the level of the project, Jarka was evoking key Learning to Learn themes about the role of student feedback in stimulating teacher interest and action. As we have discussed elsewhere, (Hall, 2009; Baumfield et al., 2009), the work of the network, focusing on tools and inquiry was the catalytic element, rather than its’ components.

In Figure 9, we have an example of a presentation from FE, which attracted a mainly older crowd: only one of the respondents worked with primary aged children (rectangle). However, although (as a traditional homogeneity model might predict) the University, FE and secondary teachers were attracted to this presentation, they were drawn to different aspects, so whilst it might be possible to predict for some presentations who might be interested, it would be very hard to predict why.
Overall, only a small number of participants (n=6/51) voted for presentations only from their own sector of education. This data does seem to support our belief that teachers can see beyond the details of context to grasp ideas about pedagogy to take away with them. However, this raised a further question – once they have got the ideas home, do they use them?

### Is there evidence of influence in this heterogeneous network?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>30 posters from 2009</th>
<th>36 respondents in 2009</th>
<th>31 2010 posters produced by 2009 respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Figure 10. Tracking influence: the data set over two successive years**

In order to explore this, we looked at the ten most popular presentations from the 2009 residential and at the people who said they had been impressed by this work. With seven categories in play, this quickly became quite complex and so,
for the first level analysis, we decided to focus on those categories which might leave a more obvious trace in a future case study: Had the L2L idea I’m most likely to use in my own teaching and I will use/adapt one of the data collection methods for my own research. We have looked for evidence in the 2010 case studies that elements have crossed over. Of course, these elements could have been inspired elsewhere and their presence in the case study may have pre-dated the Residential. However, these categories on the questionnaire were explicitly about intent, so we feel justified in suggesting a potential influence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Presentation from</th>
<th>Respondent n=</th>
<th>Trace of influence?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Archbishop Benson Primary</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Yes: 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No case study: 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carterhatch Primary</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Yes: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No: 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hazelbury Infants</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Yes: 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathy (Marlborough Primary)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Yes: 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No: 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King Edward VI High</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Yes: 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No: 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Space</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Yes: 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paula (Marlborough Primary)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Yes: 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No: 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St Meriadoc Nursery and Infants</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Yes: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No: 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tytherington High</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Yes: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wooler First</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Yes: 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Yes: 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No: 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Links between responses to presentations at 2009 Residential and content of 2010 case studies (use the idea in my own teaching)
Where respondents in 2009 (n=23) liked the notion of using an L2L idea for their own teaching, we felt we could detect influence in almost two thirds of the 2010 case studies (n=11 from 18, since 5 did not produce a case study). Arguably, since we were looking within the case studies we were only glimpsing those aspects of teaching which immediately pertained to the activity of Learning to Learn: exploring, data collection, analysing and reporting. We have extensive interview data about the extent to which Learning to Learn transfers into practice but this is beyond the scope of this current chapter. We are sufficiently confident, however, to regard the data presented here as an under-representation of impact. Given these caveats, it is not surprising that in terms of data collection, the pattern was more distinct, with seven out of ten respondents making use of the method they had liked (details in Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Presentation from</th>
<th>Respondent n=</th>
<th>Trace of influence?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archbishop Benson Primary</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carterhatch Primary</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hazelbury Infants</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathy (Marlborough Primary)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King Edward VI High</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Space</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paula (Marlborough Primary)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St Meriadoc Nursery and Infants</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tytherington High</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wooler First</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2. Links between responses to presentations at 2009 Residential and content of 2010 case studies (a data collection method I'll use)**
As we have observed earlier, the range of influence transcends contextual background and it was very difficult to predict just what a participant would take from a poster: Michelle from Northumberland FE college took from the Archbishop Benson Primary poster the idea and practical process of using learners as researchers, whilst Victoria from Wooler took the 'primary- friendly' idea of using animals to represent dispositional concepts into her classroom of eight year olds. Meanwhile, her colleague Deborah from the same school chose to focus on the interviews used in the project.

What clearly emerged from these maps and webs of influence was a picture of our 'network about pedagogy' as a complex organism. As Meirink and colleagues (2010) have found, simple models of interdependence and mutuality in teacher learning are not an accurate reflection of the way in which teachers use and share their knowledge. We can state with confidence that teachers of undergraduates are provoked and informed by teachers of five year olds and that methods of engaging reluctant vocational learners have been enthusiastically greeted by teachers of ten year olds. Teachers from all sectors value the opportunity to explore the common underpinning ideas of pedagogy, which in homogenous networks can become obscured by 'shop talk' of the details of curriculum or assessment procedure.

**Conclusion**

Teachers are busy people; to engage in research then they have to be interested and see relevance in the process and outcomes for improving teaching and learning for their students. The Principle of Autonomy is fundamental to our model of practitioner inquiry; everything else flows from this ownership. By giving control of their research intent to the participants then we were demonstrating a trust in their knowledge of their students needs and the best way for them to be addressed. This did mean that on occasion teachers explored pedagogic innovations that we might not agree with, such as learning styles (a particular challenge for one of us in particular), but we had to trust them and also the process of inquiry to ensure a quality process of improvement (Groundwater-Smith & Mochler, 2007). The research process mostly proved us right, but not always, and as with any tool based on the Bananarama theory, the 'why' that you are using it might overtake any original assumptions about impact.

The impact of this approach was to tap into teachers' potential as innovators and so the project brief was interpreted and understood in a number of ways, producing a complex map of innovation approaches with the connecting theme of improving pedagogy in order to support learners to become resilient, independent
and metacognitively aware. As detailed elsewhere (Baumfield et al., 2008; 2012; Lofthouse, Hall & Wall, 2012) we do not consider that this diversity was a threat to the project's overall validity, since the quality of each individual project was judged on its particular methodological merits rather than competing with others. Rather, it led to a dynamic of friendly challenge and dissonance, the Principle of Disturbance, that we now see as fundamental to effective inquiry and the development and evaluation of teachers' theories of practice (Argyris & Schön, 1974).

Within the case studies we see parallel learning processes in operation: the students' learning and thinking, as represented by the teachers' developing insight, understanding and confidence in their ability to meet the students' learning needs, alongside the teachers' learning and thinking, with a developing proactive perspective on their own professional learning journey and a belief in their agency to make change happen (Priestley et al., 2015). The former was always our initial target; the latter naturally emerged over time as it became more and more apparent to the project community that for students to become more metacognitively aware then the teachers needed to undergo a similar learning transformation. Arguably by combining these parallel pathways within the same project 'ecology' (Dewey, 1938) then we have started to close the gap noted by Vermunt and Egedijk (2011), certainly this was the case within the teachers' thinking and in some cases in the students' (Wall 2012; Wall & Hall 2016). This has been supported by genuine and risky conversations, as set out in the Principle of Dialogue.
The action research process allowed the practitioners not only to be reflective about their classrooms, but also to be strategic about changes that they felt appropriate, to be metacognitive about their practice (Wall & Hall, 2016). The collection of data, to inform whether the action worked, helped to legitimize the process and the codification of their thinking with their peers validated the findings and their associated thinking. This was particularly the case because these were not simple 'good news' stories – the Principle of Disturbance meant that evidence was inconclusive or contradictory and fundamental ideas had to be re-examined. The close feedback loops created by the action research process helped the teachers to be reflective and strategic thinkers: to be effective practitioner enquirers. It meant that they were being metacognitive about their teaching and learning practices and about their own professional learning, building skills and confidence to generate new autonomous questions. This in turn meant they were more likely to be metacognitive about their own learning lifelong and life-wide.
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